Stochastic algorithms are among the best for solving computationally hard search and rea soning problems. The runtime of such pro cedures is characterized by a random vari able. Different algorithms give rise to differ ent probability distributions. One can take advantage of such differences by combining several algorithms into a portfolio, and run ning them in parallel or interleaving them on a single processor.
Introduction
Randomized algorithms are among the best current algorithms for solving computationally hard problem. Most local search methods for solving combinatorial optimization problems have a stochastic component, both to generate an initial candidate solution, as well as to choose among good local improvements during the search. Complete backtrack-style search methods often also use an element of randomness in their value and variable selection in case of ties. The runtime of these algorithms varies per run on the same problem instance, and therefore can be characterized by a prob ability distribution. The performance of algorithms can also vary dramatically among different problem instances. In this case, we want to consider the per formance profile of the algorithm over a spectrum of problem instances. 
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AT&T Bell Laboratories Murray Hill, NJ 07974 selman@research.att.com Given the diversity in performance profiles among algorithms, various approaches have been developed to combine different algorithms to take into account the computational resource constraints and to opti mize the overall performance. These considerations led to the development of anytime algorithms (Dean and Boddy 1988) , decision theoretic metareasoning and related approaches (Horvitz and Zilberstein 1996; Russell and Norvig 1995) , and algorithm portfolio de sign (Huberman et al. 1997) . Despite the numer ous results obtained in these areas, so far they have not been exploited much by the traditional commu nities that study hard computational problems, such as operations research (OR), constraint satisfaction (CSP), theorem proving, and the experimental algo rithms community.
In order to bridge this gap, we study the possibility of combining algorithms in the context of the recent re sults concerning the inherent complexity of computa tionally hard search and reasoning problems. We will provide a rigorous empirical study of the performance profiles of several of the state-of-the-art search meth ods on a distribution of hard search problems. Our search problems are based on the so-called quasigroup completion task, defined below. For this particular combinatorial search problem, we can vary the compu tational difficulty and the amount of inherent problem structure in a controlled manner. This enables us to study different aspects of the algorithm performance profiles.
Our studies reveal that in many cases the performance of a single algorithm dominates all others, on the prob lem class under consideration. This may be due to the fact that heuristics are often highly tuned for par ticular problem domains. Having a single algorithm that dominates over the whole spectrum of problem in stances prevents any possible payoff of combining dif ferent algorithms. However, we also identify several in teresting problem classes where no single method dom inates. We will show that on those problem classes, designing a portfolio of several algorithms gives a dra matic improvement in terms of overall performance.
In addition, we also show that a good strategy for de signing a portfolio is to combine many short runs of the same algorithm. The effectiveness of such port folios explains the common practice of "restarts" for stochastic procedures, where the same algorithm is run repeatedly with different initial seeds for the random number generator. (For related work on the effective ness of restarts, see e.g., Aldous and Vazirani 1994; Ertel 1991; Selman and Kirkpatrick 1996.) Our results suggest that the various ideas on flexible computation can indeed play a significant role in al gorithm design, complementing the more traditional methods for computationally hard search and reason ing problems.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next sec tion, we introduce our benchmark problem domain: the quasigroup completion problem. We also discuss the theoretical complexity of the problem. In section 3, we give the performance distribution profiles for sev eral complete stochastic search methods on our prob lem domain. Section 4, we design and evaluate various algorithm portfolios. In section 5, we summarize our results and discuss future directions.
A Structured Hard Search Problem
In order to study the performance profile of differ ent search strategies, we derive generic distributions of hard combinatorial search problems from the do main of finite algerbra. In particular, we consider the quasigroup domain. A quasigroup is an ordered pair ( Q, · ) , where Q is a set and ( · ) is a binary operation on Q such that the equations a · x = b and y · a ::: b are uniquely solvable for every pair of elements a, b in Q. The order N of the quasigroup is the cardinality of the set Q. The best way to understand the structure of a quasigroup is to consider the N by N multipli cation The quasigroup domain has also been extensively used in the area of automated theorem proving. In this community, the main interest in this domain has been driven by questions regarding the existence and nonex istence of quasigroups with additional mathematical properties (Fujita et al. 1993; Lam et al. 1989 ).
Computational Cost Profiles
We will now consider the computational cost of solv ing the completion problem for different search strate One of the most effective strategies is the so-called First-Fail heuristic.1 In the First-Fail heuristic, the next variable to branch on is the one with the small est remaining domain (i.e., in choosing a value for the variable during the backtrack search, the search pro cedure has the fewest possible options left to explore -leading to the smallest branching factor). We con sider a popular extension of the First-Fail heuristic, 1It's really a prerequisit for any reasonable bactrack style search method.
In theorem provin g and Boolean satisfiability, the rule corresponds to the powerful unit propagation heuristic. • • Berlaz-S -Berlaz with systematic value selec tion,
• Berlaz-R--Berlaz with random value selection,
• R-Berlaz-S -Reverse Berlaz with systematic value selection, and
• R-berlaz-R-Reverse Brelaz with random value selection. First, we note that that R-Brelaz-R dominates R Brelaz-S over the full profile. In other words, the cu mulative relative frequency curve for R-Brelaz-R lies above that of R-Brelaz-S at every point along the x axis. R-Berlaz-S, in turn, strictly dominates Brelaz-R.
As we will see below, we often encounter such pat terns, where one strategy simply consistently outper forms strategies. Unfortunately, this leaves no room for combining strategies: one simply picks the best strategy. This may explain why some of the ideas about combining algorithms has not received as much attention in the traditional communities that deal with hard computational problems.2
From the perspective of combining algorithms, what is most interesting, however, is that in the initial part of 2There is still the issue of multiple runs with the same method. We'll retum to this below. The main motivation to combine different algorithms into a portfolio is to improve on the performance of the component algorithms, mainly in terms of expected computational cost but also in terms of the overall risk.
As we will show, some portfolios are strictly preferrable to others, in the sense that they provide a lower risk and also a lower expected computational cost. How ever, in some cases, we cannot identify any portfolio Portfolio for 2{l processors Let us assume that we have N processors and that we design a portfolio using n1 processors with algorithm 1 and n2 processors with algorithm 2. So, N = nl + n2. Let us define the random variable associ�ted with this portfolio: X -the number of backtracks that the portfolio takes to find the first solution or to prove that a solution does not exist.
The probability distribution of X is a "weighted" prob ability distribution of the probability distributions of algorithm 1 and algorithm 2. More precisely, the 4 Another criterion for combining algorithms into a port fo lio is given by the algorithm covariance.
probability that X = x is given by the probability that one processor takes exactly x backtracks and all the other ones take x or more backtracks to find a solution or to prove that a solution does not exist.
Let us assume that we have N processors and our port folio consists of N copies of algorithm 1. In this case, P[X=x] is given by the probability that one proces sor take exactly x backtracks and the other N -1 take more than x backtracks, plus the probability that two processors take exactly x backtracks and the other (N-2) one takes more than x backtracks, etc., plus the probability that all the processors take exactly x back tracks to find a solution or to prove that a solution does not exist. The following expression gives the probabil ity function for such a portfolio.
Given N processors, and let nl
is given by N and n2
To consider two algorithms, we have to generalize the above expression, considering that X = x can occur just within the processors that use algorithm 1, or just within the processors that use algorithm 2 or within both. As a result, the probability function for a port folio with two algorithms, is given by the following expressiOn:
Given N processors, n1 such that 0 <= nl <= N, and n2 = N-nl, P[X=x] is given by
The value of i11 is given by i11 = i -i ' , and the term in the summation is 0 whenever i11 < 0 or i11 > n2.
In the case of a portfolio involving two algorithms the probability distribution of the portfolio is a summation of a product of two expressions, each one correspond ing to one algorithm. In the case of a portfolio com prising M different algorithms, this probability func tion can be easily generalized, by having a summation of a product of M expressions, each corresponding to an algorithm.
Once we derive the probability distribution for the ran dom variable associated with the portfolio, the calcu lation of the its expected valt.�e and standard deviation is straightforward.
Empirical results for portfolio design
We now design different portfolios based on our perfor mance profiles from Section 3. We focus on the case of finding a quasigroup of order 20 with no-preassigned values. The performance profiles are given in Figure   3 . Note that this is an interesting case from the port folio design perspective because Brelaz-S dominates in the initial part of the distribution, whereas R-Brelaz-R dominates in the latter part.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 give the expected values and the standard deviations of portfolios for 2, 5, and 20 pro cessors, respectively. (Results derived using the for mula given above.) We see that for 2 processors (Fig   ure 8) , the portfolio consisting of two copies of the R-Brelaz-R has the best expected value and the low est standard deviation. This portfolio dominates the two other 2-processor portfolios.
When we increase the number of processors, we ob serve an interesting shift in the optimal portfolio mix.
For example, for 5 processors, using 2 Brelaz-S gives a better expected value at only a slight increase in the risk (standard deviation) compared to zero Brelaz-S. In this case, the efficient set comprises three portfo. lios. One with 5 R-Brelaz-R, one with 1 Brelaz-S and 4 R-Brelaz-R, and one with 2 Brelaz-S and 3 R-Brelaz R. The situation changes even more dramatically if we go to yet more processors. In particular, with 20 processors (Figure 10 ), the best portfolio corresponds to using all processors to run the Brelaz-S strategy (the lowest expected value and the lowest standard deviation). The intuitive explanantion for this is that by running many copies of Brelaz-S, we have a good chance that at least one of them will find a solution quickly. This result is consistent with the common use of "random restarts" in stochastic search methods in practical applications. Our portfolio analysis also gives the somewhat counter-intuitive result that, even when given two stochastic algorithms, where neither strictly dominates the other, running multiple copies of a single algorithm is preferrable to a mix of algo rithms (Figure 8 and Figure 10 ).
Conclusions and Future Work
We have provided concrete empirical results showing the computational advantage of a portfolio approach for dealing with hard combinatorial search and rea soning problems as compared to the best more tra ditional single algorithm methods. Our analysis also showed what properties of the problem instance distri butions lead to the largest payoff for using a portfolio approach in practice. Finally, we saw how the use of random restarts of a good stochastic method is often the optimal strategy. These results suggest that ideas developed in the flexible computation community can play a significant role in practical algorithm design.
